Implementing IOGP 423 – HSE management guidelines for working together in a contract environment

All IOGP Member Companies use Report 423 with minimum deviations, and in turn their contractors use it with their own contractors.

WORK MORE SAFELY
- Common language for all staff
- Workers hear the same things no matter where they work
- Less confusion, more clarity and motivation
- Smaller operators benefit from capability bigger operators

SAVING MILLIONS
- Common understanding of processes across contractual relationship
- No need to develop and maintain own Company materials
- Fewer resources spending time on the same activity – avoid unnecessary duplication
- Contractor can use materials (saving costs for contractors)
- Shared cost to develop and maintain harmonized HSE information
- Shared cost to develop and maintain aligned training and training requirements
- Shared cost for joined campaigns

Sense of urgency
- In current business climate cooperation within our Industry is key
- Use (implementation) of Industry guidance is a must to Save Cost AND improve Safety
- Developing and maintaining own guidance is no longer sustainable

Implementation Workshop

ACHIEVED
- Better understanding on how to implement 423, and how to enhance scalability in the guidance.
- Shared learnings & good practices
- Got clearer on need to harmonize
- Agreed good and clear short term actions
- Taken first steps towards Industry Harmonization

CONCERNS
- Contractors get a constant flow of different set of questions
- Extra work/costs as a result of working with external Capability Assessment providers
- How to apply 423 for smaller contracts
- How to translate 423 to subcontractors
- Need to clarify use of HSE Plans in general, and in situations such as when working with multiple contractors
- Contract clauses & responsibilities Clients!
January 2017

The London Workshop
26-27 January

February 2017

Pre-checklist & map existing questionnaires towards HSE capability assessment

March 2017

Norway pilot
Publish IOGP 423 document and IOGP Website goes live

April 2017

Tools to deliver

IOGP 423 PROCESS STEPS

1. Planning
2. Sourcing / Capability assessment
3. Tender and award
4. Pre-mobilization
5. Mobilization
6. Execution
7. De-mobilization
8. Evaluation and close-out

Next in 2017

- 423 Report now being typeset to publish
- Prepare website for publication of guidance and the implementation tools in preparation
- Make sure to work together/ elevate issues to other IOGP taskforces
- Provide guidance and examples on how to determine Contract Risk (using Member Company good practices)
- Provide guidance and examples on “Contract Modes” (interfaces)
- Make clear how to work and use HSE Plans when working with multiple Contractors
- Develop common language/process on how to bid for a contract
- Provide guidance and tools for Reviews and Verification
- Work together with other Industry bodies

Pre-Check need for Capability Assessment
Scalable Capability Assessment Questionnaire for different size and types of Contracts (allowing Company specific weighting)

Contract Risk Guidance & examples
Contract Mode Guidance & examples

HSE Plan Guidance, Checklist and examples for different types of Contracts
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